Catalyst

Meetup w/ Waddell Phillips

Vincent Hanna on phone.
- Wants to maintain anonymity for now.

Discussed how we want to out date
- their PI & limitations
- we want to do it through our own PI

Jim advised on their investigation

Joaquin Vincent provided to us
- have been confirmed by 3rd side data
  - whistleblower system at OSIC
    has been compromised
- wolf pack tried to up deline
  - story to Bloomberg, G4M, Reuters first
- see a connection btw Copeland
  - from WSJ + wolfpack
  - this spouse is connect
    - to ACM - trying to spewer
    - that concern
- diff btw story or Copeland's
dish + paper + timing.
Jim can't off the light in Veritas + its concern by Catholicos.

Bruce Lumpstaff and Caraccord being if they can squeeze him

Vincent - Bruce is just being used - not a terrible guy

IMET knows all this

- attributed they haven't acted yet.

Neutral - would love copies of errors

from Fl to IMET coming

about campaign against Catalyst

V - authorities on both sides of board have lots of arms - just a matter of time

have won confidence in FBI than IMET

- my goal is to keep all these guys down.

John has met from Northern Ireland

and Nobelist but they are too afraid

- they tried to do a one day run on Calvat.

Neutral - only units of companies

fourth volume + big from
1. need big capital to take down Valiant
   - Russian mob.
   - the guy ran up Valiant was Concordia
   - thinks this might be a typical case
     of meeting involves take down of Catalyst

2. provided inside info on Concordia to Catalys
   - told me
   - then Catalys traded on it and bragged
     about it on social media
     - this was 16 weeks ago.

3. Why would they freezing Pl on only on
   - they may think the war trades on
     this one on Concordia

V - Pl was on the outs though before ch
   gave them up on Concordia - may
   have gotten back in after that
   - we have some of the offshore trading accts
     but bigger guys like Greg Boden
     are too dumb to get on a call
     about all this
     - telegraphed this, HomeCapital
     - 216 to 1505.
4.

- Not interested in vulnerability analysis.

V - both TD + CIEC + EV then
  - with flow + HF traders
  - you will see anon - TD etc.
  - to know there is a failure to
    regulate through drift machine
    - went to go after banks for failure
    - to regulate and KVC.

N - what about going after under 10th
  Command?

V - if you see them die try they'd
  likely close to give you see the
  data but I don't even think
  they have it

N - or it will disappear.
  - not current 11RC.

It was Alex Green @ the meetings
said they wanted info on Cadet 33-
and Westpac assisted last to
  careful about showing up @ the meetings

X Cadet had a meeting @ Barneys
  assault surveillance
  - 2 weeks ago
What exactly is Russian connection?
- no hard evidence
- but these guys talk about "the big overseas guys in Topep Korp" as
  - their money launderer
  - deduced Russian or Chinese
- I can elaborate on this
- Tonnaillie was an BRN + then you
  shit kicked out of him
- MET has all that.

West face 1st:
1) defamation involving Virginia
   - they lost an appeal on discovery issue
   - N thinks will prove fatal + 3 on nex
   -ail will be on the 10th
2) inducement action - Westfac + other
   - induce others to breach
   - exclusivity agreement re wind.
3) May - Brandon destroyed one
   - one apart related to Callides

N will v friend who used to be
- will talk to them? U will ask.
- concerned re internal leak.
V - It's come from a friend of J's who knew what I was going through - he's been helping me with emails to you.

N - getting the sense that the bad guys are trying to lay low but that may also be a function of the situation.

N - we now think they have a weakness in their connection to media - that is about to become impaired.

V - Veritas tweeted that they had asked Canoer to take down any social media references to Veritas.

N - doing their thing putting pressure on V to meet with them.

- we will do whatever we want in terms of who is the conspicuous meeting up.

V - mob & out of Dallas ?? ?? ??

V - my PI thinks you have been surveilled.

- it's what these guys do when you're a target.
N - V. aligned if you need to go away and think. At some point you need to tell me who you are so we are on the same playing field.

V - at some point I will just don't touch me.

V - to N - we've met before in 1997 you won't remember

P1 = Dick Snowdy